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ABSTRACT
The corrosion process of glass in solution can be represented and understood by several
stages. This study focuses on the recently hypothesized and not well understood Stage-III
corrosion. Stage-III corrosion, the unexpected resumption of high-rate glass dissolution, has been
observed to occur for some glass waste forms and not for others. The onset is unpredictable, but
is likely related to the composition of the waste glass and the state of the contacting solution or
environment.
The two reference waste glasses studied are comprised of 26 oxides with 20 common
components between them. The first glass is a French waste form, referred to as SON68. The
other is a waste glass developed by the United States Department of Energy for the Advanced
Fuel Cycle Initiative, and is referred to as AFCI. The glass SON68 has been shown to release
markedly larger quantities of glass species into the contacting solution, but in the long term, is
consistently the more durable of the two glasses, while AFCI is more susceptible to this Stage-III
transition. For this reason, these two reference (simulated) waste glasses were studied to
determine how the differences and similarities in composition may affect the transition to StageIII corrosion. Ideally, this might provide clues to the critical species or concentrations triggering
the transition.
To do this, combinations of the two glasses were melted together in ratios by weight of
75% SON68 to 25% AFCI, 50% SON68 to 50% AFCI, and 25% SON68 to 75% AFCI. These
blends, along with pure SON68 and pure AFCI, were reacted according to standard glass
durability test methods. Crushed glass powder from each composition was reacted in separate
vessels of ASTM Type 1 water at 90°C. Along with powder, bulk glass monoliths were added to
some containers as reference samples for characterization.
Although only one of the blends transitioned into Stage-III corrosion, pertinent
information could be drawn based on composition and precipitated mineral formations for this
glass. For all the glass compositions, the likelihood of a Stage-III transition could be rationalized
based on a strong base/weak acid model using solution analysis data. Irrespective of a Stage-III
transition, clear trends through the range of glass compositions were also identified for the
formation of a phyllosilicate mineral, and as a result, its impact on the glass durability was
hypothesized.
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Chapter 1
Radioactive Waste and the Role of Vitrification
The nuclear power industry in the United State of America is the largest producer of
worldwide electricity; 99 operable reactors make up about 30% of the global electricity
production and nearly 20% of total US [1]. Although nuclear power makes up such a large
portion of electrical production, it has long been under the scrutinizing eye of the public.
Generally, the concern with nuclear reactors lies in the production, or more importantly
the disposal of the radioactive waste that is generated. At the Hanford Site in Richland
Washington alone, there are roughly 56 million gallons (~210,000 m3) of high level radioactive
waste (HLW) [2]. Produced largely during the height of World War II and throughout the Cold
War as a result of plutonium production for atomic bombs, the waste has been stored in tanks
underground. Storing a mixture of liquid and heavy sludge in underground tanks is less than ideal
and has caused considerable issues for the site.
A viable method of disposal for radioactive waste is vitrification, the process of melting
waste with added glass-forming components to form a vitreous material. More and more,
vitrification is becoming a common, sustainable, and respected solution to the issue of radioactive
waste disposal. Since the 1950’s the French have been studying and producing waste glass [3],
and likewise, the United Kingdom as of 2012 has processed ~2,200 tons of waste in the form of
borosilicate glasses [4]. In the US, the Savannah River Plant (SRP) in South Carolina has been
studying the immobilization of SRP high-level waste as borosilicate glass since 1974 [5].
Currently the Hanford Site is building a multi-billion dollar vitrification plant to process the low
and high level radioactive waste.
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Glass as a Material for Radioactive Waste Disposal
After producing the vitrified waste, it has long been the common concept that the
processed waste glass, cast as logs into large stainless steel containers, would be transferred to a
dry geological repository for long term storage [6]. Glass, as a material intended for storage for
the unforeseeable future, offers several attractive solutions key to long term disposal. And has
been declared by the US Environmental Protection Agency to be the “Best Demonstrated
Available Technology” for treating HLW [7].
Glass is a very common material which has been, and still is being used, in a wide variety
of applications. Some of these glasses have seen hundreds of years’ exposure to the natural
elements (rain, dirt, sun, etc); most notably stained glass windows in Medieval Churches. These
old glass windows remain intact and continue to function as a barrier to the outside elements
without any noticeable effect to their integrity. Furthermore, there is evidence of glass articles,
intact, from the Mesopotamian region dating back to 4,500 BC [8]. Glass is also used as storage
containers for a variety of solutions and chemicals that might otherwise react or corrode other
materials. This durability of glass is a crucial factor for the long term disposal of vitrified
radioactive waste, and with thousand-year-old artifacts as reference, the tolerance to chemical
corrosion is apparent.
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Chapter 2
Glass Corrosion and Mineral Precipitation
To the naked eye, the appearance of a medieval window may seem unchanged. However
durable glass may appear, it is still prone to attack and corrosion.
While in storage for the unforeseeable future, in the event that the geological repository is
breached and the waste glass containers were to come in contact with water, radioactive species
can be released into the environment by leaching or dissolution. The durability and corrosion
process of waste glasses needs to be understood.
Based on many scientific studies, the alteration of glass in a solution can be described by
well-known steps or stages, commonly referred to in the United States as Stage-I and Stage-II. In
recent years there has been shown to be a third stage that occurs for some glasses. This Stage-III
corrosion with the precipitation of various crystalline and amorphous species, has been seen as an
aggressive resumption of glass alteration and significant increase in elements released into
contacting solution; detrimental for radioactive species contained in the glass structure.
Glass is thermodynamically metastable. However, with aqueous corrosion, the glass is
given a pathway to more stable forms. Crystalline precipitation can occur from an oversaturated
solution to yield more energetically stable species.

Stage-I and Stage-II Corrosion
The first stage of attack (Stage-I) on a glass in water is commonly broken up into three
well-known and accepted mechanisms as shown in Figure 2-1. Interdiffusion and hydrolysis
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determine the initial rate of dissolution, leading up to the metastable equilibria (e.g. solution
saturation) that later results in a drop of alteration rate known as Stage-II.

Figure 2-1. The alteration of glass in solution versus time broken up into several stages [9].

For any glass, corrosion begins at the surface as a result of the inter-related processes of
interdiffusion and hydrolysis. For a silicate glass with alkali ions present, these ions, weakly
bound to glass formers, are exchanged with hydrogen via reaction with water or hydronium ions
[10]. There is evidence that the hydronium (H3O+) and alkali ions are the exchanging species
[11].
The preferential leaching of mobile alkali and alkaline earth species from the glass can be
referred to as incongruent dissolution. Here the more mobile alkali and alkaline earth ions, like
calcium and sodium, are leached into the contacting solution in larger quantity than other
elements, like silicon and aluminum which act as glass/network formers. Conversely, congruent
dissolution occurs when the components are stoichiometrically released into the contacting
solution. A schematic demonstrating the difference for a simplified glass is displayed in Figure
2-2.
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Figure 2-2. Schematic of incongruent dissolution (A), and congruent dissolution (B) and the
change in the surface for a simplified calcium-sodium-aluminosilicate glass.

It has been proposed that interdiffusion precedes hydrolysis for a short amount of time
[9], and others consider ion exchange with H+ and hydrolysis to occur simultaneously at the
molecular level [12] [13]. Either way, hydrolysis is the interaction of water with metal-oxygen
bonds in the glass network and the predominant mode of attack [13].
As time goes on, the amount of mobile species that diffuse from the glass into solution
begins to slow as solution becomes saturated and an altered layer forms. These changes at the
surface of the glass initiate the rate drop transition of Stage-I to Stage-II.
With the release of alkali and alkaline earth ions, as a result of consumption of the proton
(H+), the pH of the water increases and the corrosive attack changes from attack by H20 to a
reaction with alkaline solution. With an increase of OH- in solution, silicon-oxygen bonds are
more easily broken to form SiOH groups.
With the continued hydrolysis of the siloxane bonds, the glass can dissolve congruently;
that is, the concentration ratios of the components in the contacting liquid are the same as the
concentration ratios found in the bulk glass. These SiOH groups dissolve to form silicic acid
(H4SiO4) in solution, which has a very low solubility and forms a gel. Dissolution and transport
within the gel, according to many, is the rate limiting step in silicate glass dissolution.
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Stage-II is met by the decrease in alteration rate, generally several orders of magnitude
lower than Stage-I, and a transition from congruent to incongruent dissolution [9] [14] [15] [16].
The slow precipitation of clay minerals and other saturated species may also occur at some time
throughout the residual rate.

Stage-III Corrosion
While the process and mechanisms of Stages-I and –II are understood well enough to be
modeled, the resumption of alteration, known as Stage-III, is causing a significant problem for
scientists in predicting long term durability.
In the above section is was mentioned that the Stage-I to Stage-II transition is associated
with a rate drop as a result of solution saturation with respect to silica and often a protective
altered layer forming. With the formation of an altered layer, it has been speculated that the thick
porous altered gel layer creates a region of locally higher pH that aides in resumption onset [17].
Muller et al. studied two glasses with a significant difference in levels of concentration to test the
hypothesis that a thick altered layer on the glass, if cracked and removed, would result in a
lowered alteration [18]. Their results did not support such a hypothesis and points instead to the
solution chemistry as a possible mechanism driving Stage-III transition.
However, Jégou et al. from a study with a simplified nuclear glass, determined that the driving
force of glass alteration “…cannot be defined by the difference from saturation with respect to
amorphous silica, and that reaching saturation is not a criterion for the end of alteration [19].”
What has been agreed to in the literature is that Stage-III resumption is associated with
glasses that have high equilibrium pH in water, 20°C > 10.7 [20] [21], and is accompanied by the
rapid precipitation of alumino-silicate-containing minerals [22] such as analcime and zeolites.
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This precipitation of secondary phases has been shown by others to escalate glass alteration [23]
[24] [25] [26]
The first documented instance of a Stage-III transition was observed by Haaker et al. in
the mid 1980’s; analcime precipitated after 3 days of C31-3 glass reacting in 200°C NaCl solution
at 15 bars [27]. The analcime precipitation continued until all the aluminum in solution was
consumed, which also affected the consumption of dissolved silicon.
Along with Haaker, others have seen the resumption of alteration for various other
glasses, which indicates this is not an artifact. However, the key to explaining why one glass may
enter Stage-III corrosion and another may not, within a reasonable time frame, is particularly
difficult to answer for radioactive waste glass compositions because of the compositional
complexity.
As examples, resumption has been shown to occur for a glass SAN60 with higher
aluminum content (18.1 wt% Al2O3 and 0.3 wt% Fe2O3) content than the glass SM58 (1.2 wt%
Al2O3 and 1.2 wt% Fe2O3). SAN60 was reported to have precipitated analcime from solution
accompanied by a change in pH and an apparent return to the high forward rate [28]. But
alteration has also been shown to occur in a glass with no aluminum content (CJ8) where a
residual rate is never attained and the glass goes through several resumptions until it is altered to
its core [26]. And for the case of the glass HAN25, with the addition of 5wt% Al, resumption was
delayed by up to 200 days from what was previously observed. However, in another glass
HAW5, where 2 wt% CaO was replaced by Al2O3, alteration was earlier and more intense [29].
In an extensive test with 98 glass compositions in leaching conditions up to 15 years,
Muller et al. characterized leached samples from 22 of the glasses and found characteristic
differences for glasses with low alteration rates and those with resumption of alteration (StageIII). They determined that the low residual rate is linked to the slow growth of smectite-type
phyllosilicate phase containing Fe, Mg, and K, identified by XRD as nontronite with an
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SEM/EDS average composition of (Na,K)0.8(Fe,Mg)1.3(Al,Si)4O10, and described as a “fuzzy”
blanket covering the entire surface of the glass. An SEM image from Muller et al., along with the
EDS spectra of the “fuzzy” phyllosilicate layer, is shown in Figure 2-3. Alternatively, they noted
that resumption is associated with a zeolite-type aluminosilicates phase, identified as phillipsite
by XRD with a typical composition, as measure by SEM/EDS, of (K, Na, Ca0.5)1-2(Si,
Al)8O16.6H2O that appeared at higher pH, typically >10.7 [30]. It is important to mention that
Muller et al., along with the zeolite phases, also observed the “fuzzy” phyllosilicate on the surface
of the glasses that did exhibit resumption.

Figure 2-3. SEM/EDS image of the phyllosilicate layer Muller et al. observed on various
glasses.

In some cases, even at a high pH (~11), glasses with surfaces covered in the
phyllosilicate did not transition into Stage-III corrosion. These, it was concluded, may induce a
resumption in the near future; or, there were limitations to growth which led to a slow residual
rate.
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Table 2-1. The conditions, whether or not Stage-III occurred, and key findings are
summarized.
Author

Glass

Conditions(°C/solution)

Stage-III

Key Findings

Ebert et al. [31]

SON68

Solution: Water (PCT)
Temperature: 90°C
SA/V: 15,000 m-1

No Resumption
Precipitates: N/A

No resumption
after 600 days

SON68

Solution: Water (VHT)
Temperature: 200°C
SA/V: 30,000 m-1

Alteration phases
identified for 28
days and longer
(XRD)

AFCI

Solution: Water (PCT)
Temperature: 90°C
SA/V: 15,000 m-1

No solution
Precipitates:
analcime,
beidellite
Resumption.
Precipitates:
chabazite
(herschelite),
kaolinite, albite

AFCI

Solution: Water (VHT)
Temperature: 200°C
SA/V: 30,000 m-1

No solution
analysis

SAN60

Solution: Water
Temperature: 90°C
SA/V: 100 m-1

Resumption of
alteration.
Precipitates:
analcime

CJ8

Solution: pH 9 by 0.1 N
KOH
Temperature: 90°C
SA/V: 10 m-1

Resumption.
Precipitates:
Calcium silicate
hydrate (okenite)

Ebert et al. [31]

Ebert et al. [31]

Ebert et al. [31]

Van Iseghem &
Grambow [28]

Gin, Beaudoux
et al. [26]

Significant
increase in
dissolution rate
within 182 days
Considerable
crystalline
alteration phases
at shortest
duration 7 days
Analcime
crystals formed
after SiO2
reached
saturation
No aluminum in
glass

Common Mineral Phases for AFCI
As has been mentioned in previous sections, the rapid precipitation of minerals is a
common indicator of a Stage-III transition.
For AFCI reacted in ASTM Type 1 water at 90°C, Murphy et al. identified “precursor phases” as
crystalline sodium metasilicates [32]. In a similar corrosion experiment, AFCI in water at 90°C,
Ebert et al. identified a number of phases after transition into Stage-III, such as Na-Al-silicate,
chabazite ((Ca,Na2,K2,Mg)Al2Si4O12·6H2O), herschelite (Na0.8K0.2Ca0.05Al1.1Si1.9O6•3(H2O)),
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kaolinite (Al2Si2O5(OH)4), and albite (NaAlSi3O8). At 200°C reacted in water, Ebert et al.
identified more phases, clinotobermorite (Ca5Si6(O,OH)18•5(H2O)) after 7, 28, 90, and 124-days,
Li-silicates were present after 90 days, along with beidellite-12A (similar to
Na0.5Al2.5Si3.5O10(OH)2•(H2O)) [31].
Zeolites are a very common mineral to precipitate, and in general analcime, herschelite,
and phillipsite have been seen to accompany waste glass corrosion.

Common Mineral Phases for SON68
For SON68 glass reacted in Si-rich solution under dynamic corrosion conditions at 90°C,
Bouakkaz et al. identified mineral phases of magnesium rich phyllosilicates with chemical
compositions similar to Mg3Si4O10(OH)2 using secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) [33].
Bouakkaz et al. also identified Mo-rich phases with SEM/EDS as powellite (CaMoO4), which has
been described as a primary Mo-containing mineral from nuclear waste glass corrosion [33].
Further, with the use of Micro-Raman analyses, Bouakkaz et al. were able to confirm the
precipitation of apatite (Ca5(PO4)3(OH,F,Cl)) and calcite (Ca(CO3)).
The stability of the ‘gel’ that forms on SON68 has been shown by Gin and Mestre to be
pH-dependent. At pH 11 in a static KOH solution at 90°C, the ‘gel’ was shown to degrade. With
the loss of the protective layer, the glass alteration was renewed leading to complete and rapid
degradation of the glass along with the precipitation of K-aluminosilicates (K2Al2Si4O12,xH2O)
and Na-aluminosilicates [25].
In a Product Consistency Test (PCT) at SRNL run at 200°C in water for 28 days or longer,
analcime and beidellite clays were confirmed by XRD analysis on SON68. However, there have
been no reported mineral phase formations via XRD analysis of SON68 reacted in static water at
90°C (PCT) for up to 600 days [31]. Under similar conditions, however, Frugier et al. were able
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to identify phyllosilicate flakes that covered the surface of SON68 particles reacted in water at
90°C for 1600 days at 2000 m-1 [23].
Gong et al. performed vapor hydration tests with SON68 at 200°C. After 908 days, using
SEM/EDS, analcime, apatite, and smectite were identified, as seen in the image on the left of
Figure 2-4, and tobermorite, in the image on the right [34].
The common mineral phases for AFCI and SON68 are displayed in the table below.

Figure 2-4. Gong et al. identified apatite, analcime, smectite and tobermorite on the surface
of SON68 reacted at 200°C in a vapor hydration vessel.
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Table 2-2. The common mineral phases for AFCI and SON68 reacted in water (unless
otherwise marked) at solution temperatures of 90°C and 200°C. Minerals marked with a * indicate a
Si-rich solution and ^ indicate a KOH-solution

Mineral Phase

AFCI
90°C

Analcime

O

Chabazite

O

Herschelite

O

Kaolinite

O

Albite

O

SON68

200°C

90°C

200°C
O

Clinotobermorite

O

Li-silicate

O

Beidellite-12A

O

O

Mg-phyllosilicate*

O

Powellite*

O

Apatite

O*

Tobermorite

O
O

Calcite*

O

K-aluminosilicate^

O

Na-aluminosilicate^

O

Phyllosilicate

O
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Chapter 3
Motivation
Two glasses of particular interest to the nuclear waste glass community are SON68 and
AFCI. SON68 is the non-radioactive form of the French waste glass R7T7, and AFCI is a glass
designed within the Department of Energy (DOE) Advanced Fuel Cycle Initiative (AFCI) for
reprocessing of aqueous radioactive waste forms.
Both glasses are comprised of 26 oxides with 20 similar components in differing atomic
percent (Appendix B). The six components, and the weight percent exclusive to each glass, are
displayed in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1. The six components and weight percentages exclusive to both SON68 and AFCI

SON68

wt%

AFCI

wt%

Cr2 O3

0.530

Eu2 O3

0.066

Fe2 O3

3.03

Gd2O3

0.062

MnO2

0.390

Rb2 O

0.163

NiO

0.430

RhO2

0.030

P2 O 5

0.290

SeO2

0.032

ZnO

2.53

Sm2O3

0.414

Although there are 20 common components between SON68 and AFCI, under corrosion
experiments, the two glasses have characteristic differing behaviors. It has been shown in
previous studies that elements from SON68 are initially released into solution in markedly larger
quantities than those released into solution by AFCI; making AFCI a more durable glass than
SON68 in the short term [35]. However, it is the propensity at which AFCI enters Stage-III
corrosion more readily than SON68, that make these two glasses so interesting.
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For these reasons, the two glasses are being studied in attempt to identify how differences
in composition affect the durability of each glass, and ultimately the formation of alteration
phases.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Methods
While the twenty-six component glasses studied, SON68 and AFCI, have twenty
components in common, AFCI exhibits a more rapid Stage-III transition than the more
chemically durable SON68. To study what the effects of AFCI and crystallization events of
Stage-III transition, and the as of yet unidentified trigger(s) of Stage-III corrosion are, the two
glasses were studied as pure and blended compositions. Blends were made in ratios, by weight, of
SON68 to AFCI of 75% to 25%, 50% to 50%, and 25% to 75%. These glasses are referred to as
S_100 for pure SON68, A_100 for pure AFCI and the blends as S_75, S_50, and S_25.

Glass Processing
Batches of SON68 and AFCI were prepared at Pacific Northwest National LaboratoryRichland, WA with dry chemical oxides. Two 700 gram batches of SON68, and two 650 gram
batches of AFCI, were made. A checklist of all the dry chemicals was used as each oxide was
added to 1-gallon bags for each batch. The four 1-gallon bags were each hand mixed for ~5
minutes before being mixed one-by-one in an agate mill for ~3 minutes. Each batch was then
melted individually in a platinum-rhodium (Pt-Rh) crucible. Between melts of the two different
compositions, the crucible was cleaned in a hydrofluoric acid (HF) bath overnight.
Because batches were so large, each was added in three charges to the Pt-Rh crucible.
The first charge, roughly 1/3 of the total, was added to the crucible, with a Pt-lid on top, and
placed in a furnace at 1100C. After approximately 20 minutes, the crucible was removed from the
furnace and the second charge was added and then returned to the furnace at 1100°C. Likewise,
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for the third charge, after which the temperature was increased to 1200°C and soaked for 1 hour.
Each melted batch was poured onto an inconel plate and air quenched.
After the second batch of each glass had been completely charged, melted, and poured,
each pair of melts were crushed to a fine powder with a tungsten-carbide mill. The two crushed
glass pours for each compositions were combined in a 1-gallon bag and mixed by hand before
being re-melted in two charges at 1250°C. This process of charging, melting, pouring, grinding,
mixing and re-melting was repeated, and after the 3rd time, the glass was cast in graphite bar
molds. The glass bars of SON68 and AFCI were transferred to an oven and annealed for 2.5
hours at 482°C and then cooled to room temperature overnight at 1°C min-1.
For AFCI glass bars it was observed that there were small silvery-metallic flecks
clumped together in areas of the glass. These unincorporated flecks and streaks would later be
identified through scanning electron microscopy-energy dispersive spectroscopy (SEM/EDS) as
rhodium. In a report from Argonne National Lab (ANL) and Savannah River National Labs
(SRNL), Ebert et al. also noticed inclusions of rhodium in AFCI glass that was prepared at SRNL
[31]. It was theorized that the rhodium was leached from the Pt-Rh crucible during melting.

Glass Blends (xs-Al)
Blends of the two end point compositions (SON68 and AFCI) were made at weight ratios
of 75% SON68 to 25% AFCI, 50% SON68 to 50% AFCI, and 25% SON68 to 75% AFCI (see
Appendix A on page 89 for xs-Al composition). For simplicity, the labels of the glass blends are
referred to as S_75 (S75:A25), S_50 (S50:A50), and S_25 (S25:A75), respectively.
At the Pennsylvania State University, each blend was crushed and mixed in a tungstencarbide mill as 150 g batches. For S_75, 112.5 g of SON68 was crushed with 37.5 g of AFCI,
vice-versa for S_25, and S_50 combined 75 g SON68 with 75 g AFCI. With concern for leaching
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more rhodium from a Pt-Rh crucible, the crushed powder blends were melted in separate alumina
crucibles at the Pennsylvania State University.
Each blend was melted and poured onto a steel plate to air quench. The glass was then
crushed in the tungsten-carbide mill and remelted in their respective alumina crucibles.
After the second melt and pour of this first set of SON68-AFCI blends, it was apparent that the
alumina crucibles were being corroded by the molten glass. At the level at which the molten glass
filled each crucible, there was a noticeable ring where the crucibles had been attacked. This ring
can be seen for the S_75 blend crucible in Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1. There is a clear line where alumina was leached from the crucible wall. This
occurred for all the xs-Al blends that were remelted.

A lithium-metaborate fusion, via inductively coupled plasma (ICP) analysis, of the
freshly crushed glass blends confirmed excess aluminum was dissolved from the crucibles into
the glass blends. Table 4-1 presents the compositional analyses of the 5 melts (SON68, AFCI and
the three blends), and their comparison to the expected compositions based upon the blended
weights of SON68 and AFCI.
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Table 4-1. Weight percent of components measured by Li-metaborate fusion (ICP) on fresh
glass powder and calculated from batch composition. (*denotes components specific to SON68).

SON68% in glass

100%

75%

50%

25%

0%

AFCI% in glass

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

wt%
5.00
5.34
0.62
0.65
4.07
4.23
3.03
3.07
0.39
0.40
10.22
10.16
0.29
0.27
45.85
46.97
0.35
0.35

wt%
6.10
8.71
0.68
0.69
4.30
4.39
2.27
2.16
0.29
0.29
9.42
8.97
0.22
0.21
47.82
47.72
0.36
0.35

wt%
7.19
9.36
0.73
0.74
4.54
4.65
1.52
1.47
0.20
0.20
8.61
8.15
0.15
0.20
49.78
49.61
0.36
0.35

wt%
8.29
10.67
0.79
0.79
4.77
4.91
0.76
0.72
0.10
0.10
7.81
7.42
0.07
0.11
51.75
51.56
0.37
0.36

wt%
9.39
9.90
0.85
0.85
5.01
5.11
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
7.01
6.83
0.00
0.03
53.72
53.89
0.38
0.37

Calc
Meas
Calc
Meas
Calc
Meas
Calc
Meas
Calc
Meas
Calc
Meas
Calc
Meas
Calc
Meas
Calc
Meas

Al2O3
BaO
CaO
*Fe2O3
*MnO2
Na2O
*P2O5
SiO2
SrO

The excess aluminum (~2.5%) is clearly evident in the 3 blends but not in the pure endpoints SON68 and AFCI which were not re-melted in alumina crucibles after processing at
PNNL. It can also be seen that the other measured oxide concentrations were within 0.1-0.2% of
the expected value.
The overall composition was corrected with respect to aluminum and is presented in
Appendix A on page 89. Considering the importance of Al in the corrosion process for these
glasses, these ‘xs-Al’ blends were used for experiments.
For future reference, the glass that had excess aluminum introduced as a result of remelts
in alumina crucibles, will be referred to as the “xs-Al” blends.
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Nominal Glass Blends
A second set of SON68 and AFCI glass was prepared to process more blends that did not
have excess aluminum. In this case, 400 gram batches of pure AFCI and SON68 were made again
at PNNL. AFCI was melted at 1350°C in a Pt-Rh crucible with a Pt lid on top, while SON68 was
melted in the same crucible (after cleaning in HF) at 1320°C with a Pt lid. These endpoint glass
compositions were ground and re-melted a second time, and then poured into mold to be annealed
for 2.5 hours; AFCI at 520°C and SON68 at 532°C (temperatures determined from DSC, see
Appendix C) cooling to room temperature at 1°C min-1.
The SON68 and AFCI endpoint glasses were again used to make blended compositions at
the same ratios described above, but in this case, were melted in platinum crucibles at the
Pennsylvania State University.
Each blend was melted twice with a quench, crush, and mix between melts, and then annealed for
2 hours after the final melt and cooling to room temperature at 1°C min-1. The S_75 blend was
melted at 1305°C, poured and annealed at 525°C. The S_50 blend was melted at 1315°C and
annealed at 525°C, and S_25 was melted at 1320°C and annealed at 528°C. The compositions of
these glasses are expected to correspond to the calculated compositions in Appendix B (page 90).

Concentrated Glass Solution Experiment
As a method of creating a preliminary test, screening for Stage-III corrosion events by
examining solution and solids, a static corrosion experiment was initiated with the xs-Al glass
and pure end points.
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Roughly 50 g of S_100 and A_100 were each milled in the tungsten-carbide mill at 1100
RPM for 2 minutes’ total. The same settings were used for the blends, except the entire amount of
glass produced was milled for each blend.
None of the glasses were sieved or rinsed after being milled, with boulders from 500 µm
to fines of <5 µm were present in each sample. From each glass ~500 mg samples were used for
BET surface area measurements using a (Micromeritics ASAP® 2420 Accelerated Surface Area
and Porosimetry System). Along with specific surface area, the density of each glass was
measured with a helium pycnometer (Micrometrics AccuPyc II 1340).
These powder samples were immersed in a large volume of ASTM Type 1 water with the
possibility of using concentrated solution for other experiments. 500 mL Savillex®
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) containers were chosen. As a fluoropolymer, PTFE is a
hydrophobic non-reactive material that does not interact or influence any glass corrosion
experiment.
With a known solution volume and measured specific surface area, a surface area to volume ratio
(SA/V) of 25,000 m-1 was set as the constant for each CGS-vessel. With this known and
measured information, the mass of each glass required to achieve 25,000 m-1 could be calculated
using Equation 4-1.
𝑚=

𝑆𝐴 𝑉!"#$%&"'
∗
, 𝑔
𝑉
𝑆𝑆𝐴

Equation 4-1

The measured density, specific surface area, and calculated mass to achieve SA/V of 25,000 m-1
for each glass is displayed in Table 4-2, along with a plot showing the density and specific
surface area of each glass in Figure 4-2. A higher mass of glass had to be used for the blends to
achieve the same SA/V ratio because of the lower specific surface area.
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Table 4-2. Measured density, specific surface area (SSA), and calculated mass for SA/V of
25,000 m-1 for each glass composition used in the CGS experiment.
-3

2 -1

Glass

Density [g cm ]

Specific SA [cm g ]

Mass Glass [g]

S_100

2.771

4366

28.63

S_75

2.690

2519

49.62

S_50

2.675

3665

34.11

S_25

2.655

2955

42.30

A_100

2.652

5134

24.35

100

% AFCI
50

25

0

Density
Specific SA

2.75

5,000

4,500
4,000

2.71

3,500
3,000

2.67

2,500

2.63

Specific SA [cm2 g-1]

5,500

2.79
Density [g cm-3]

75

2,000
0

25

50
% SON-68

75

100

Figure 4-2. Plot of density and specific surface area for each glass composition used in the
CGS experiment.

With the appropriate mass of each glass composition weighed out, the powders were
added to individual 500 mL PTFE reaction containers. 500 mL of ASTM Type 1 water measured
out and added to each vessel and a PTFE lid was tightly screwed on top of each. The 5 containers
were then placed in a forced air convection oven (VWR Horizontal Air Flow Oven #414005-118)
at a constant 90°C.
Solution was intermittently sampled from each vessel for pH measurements and
inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) analysis. From these
measurements the speciated solution could be monitored and various calculations performed to
determine the durability of the glasses.
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Product Consistency Test Experiment
The xs-Al glass and nominal glass compositions described above were subjected to a
modified product consistency (PCT) type test. Development of the PCT test started in 1986 and is
currently used worldwide for the testing of glass and glass-ceramic waste forms for high level
waste and low level waste. As defined by the American Standard for Testing Materials (ASTM)
C1285-PCT test [36], there are two methods to evaluate the chemical durability of glasses and are
referred to in the standard as Test Method A and Test Method B.
Test Method A (PCT-A) is a 7-day test performed in ASTM Type 1 water at 90°C in stainless
steel vessels, and Test Method B (PCT-B) allows for various “test durations, test temperatures,
mesh size, mass of sample, leachant volume, and leachant composition,” testing in either stainless
steel or fluorocarbon vessels.
Like PCT-A and PCT-B, each glass composition was prepared separately by crushing in
a tungsten-carbide mill and sieved to the prescribed particle size of -100+200 mesh (149-75 µm).
The glass powders were rinsed, according to the standard, in an ultrasonic bath with ASTM Type
1 water followed by a final rinse with ethanol before being dried in a 90°C oven for 24 hours.
This rinsing effectively removed all the fines from the powders.
Rather than measuring the specific surface area, the geometric surface areas of the sieved
glass powders were calculated for each glass using Equation 4-2, where the diameter (D) is the
average diameter of the particles, based on average of the sieve sizes used, and density (ρ) which
was measured with a helium pycnometer (Micrometrics AccuPyc II 1340).
𝑆𝐴!"#$ =

6
𝑚 ! 𝑔!!
𝜌∙𝐷

Equation 4-2

The reaction vessels were 120 mL Savillex® polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) containers.
For all samples in both sets of blends, the total surface area of glass to solution volume (SA/V)
was held constant at 2000 m-1, a common SA/V ratio. With a fixed solution volume of 120 mL,
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geometric surface area of ~200 cm2/g, and SA/V ratio of 2000 m-1, the mass of glass required for
each composition could be calculated according to Equation 4-1. The density, calculated
geometric surface area and required mass for xs-Al glasses and nominal glasses are presented in
Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 respectively. It can be noted that the blend compositions xs-Al had a
measurable effect on the density.
For future reference, the PCT type experiments conducted with xs-Al glass are referred to
as “PCT-1”, and the experiment with nominal glass composition are referred to as “PCT-2”.
Table 4-3. The measured density and required mass of glass powder to achieve an SA/V
ratio of 2000 m-1 for the xs-Al series of blends.
-3
2 -1
Density [g cm ] Geom. SA [cm g ] Mass Glass [g]
S_100
2.771
193.3
12.47

Glass
S_75

2.690

199.1

12.11

S_50

2.675

200.3

12.04

S_25

2.655

201.8

11.95

A_100

2.652

202.0

11.93

100

25

0
203

Density

202

Geom. SA

2.75

200

199
2.71

197
196

2.67

194
2.63

Geom. SA [cm2 g-1]

2.79

Density [g cm-3]

% AFCI
50

75

193
0

25

50
% SON-68

75

100

Figure 4-3. Plot of density and specific surface area for each glass composition (xs-Al blends)
that were used in the PCT-1 experiment.

Along with calculating the geometric surface area of the glasses for PCT-1, BET surface area
analysis was performed on the sieved and rinsed powder. The results of which were anywhere
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from 2.5-3.2-times greater than the geometric surface area. Icenhower and Steefel reported
similar discrepancy between calculated geometric and BET surface area values with differences
≥ 3-times [37].
Table 4-4. The measured density and required mass of glass powder to achieve an SA/V
ratio of 2000 m-1 for the nominal series of blends.
-3

2

-1

Glass

Density [g cm ]

Geom. SA [cm g ]

Mass Glass [g]

S_100

2.736

194.9

12.31

S_75

2.718

196.2

12.23

S_50

2.693

198.1

12.12

S_25

2.662

200.3

11.98

A_100

2.635

202.4

11.86

100

% AFCI
50

75

25

0
204

Density [g cm-3]

Density

203

Geom. SA

2.72

201

2.68

200
198

2.64

197

2.60

Geom. SA [cm2 g-1]

2.76

195
0

25

50
% SON-68

75

100

Figure 4-4. Plot of density and specific surface area for each nominal glass composition that
were used in the PCT-2 experiment.

The appropriate mass of powder for each glass was transferred to a 120 mL PTFE
reaction vessel and 120 mL of ASTM Type 1 water, measured with a graduated cylinder, was
added to each vessel. With lids tightly secured all vessels were placed in a forced convection
oven at constant 90°C.
Along with the powder, a couple monoliths (Figure 4-5), of corresponding composition,
were placed in each PCT reaction vessel to be used as reference samples on which various
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characterization techniques could be performed. The surface area of the monoliths is so small
compared to the glass powder, that it was not added to the total SA/V calculation.
In contrast to the standard PCT test, these experiments were sampled periodically for
solution analysis. To minimize the effects of each solution extraction, duplicates of every sample
(called ghost samples) were made for replenishment. The solution removed from the ghost
sample was replenished with ASTM Type 1 water. The ghost samples were also monitored by
solution analysis.
At every sampling interval for both PCT1 and PCT2, 5 mL total were removed from the
PCT-original samples, 2 mL of which were used for pH measurement and the remaining 3 mL for
ICP solution. The 5 mL removed from each PCT-original was replenished with 5 mL from the
ghost-PCT samples, and an additional 2 mL was removed from the ghost samples for ICP
solution. The total 7 mL removed from ghost-PCT samples were replenished with 7 mL of ASTM
Type 1 water.
The pH of each sample was measured within 30 minutes of sampling after the solutions
had cooled to room temperature. And solutions for ICP analysis were stored in snap cap vials
(Bel-Art Products: 7-dram) in a refrigerator before analysis.

Monolith Experiment
Along with PCT-1 experiment, an experiment was prepared with powder and monoliths
from the xs-Al glass batch. This was initiated primarily for the purpose of subjecting a number of
monoliths from each composition to the conditions analogous to the PCT setup, but in an
environment that saw no solution withdrawal.
In this experiment, the powder particle size, solution volume, and SA/V conditions from
PCT-1 and PCT-2 were mimicked, with the addition of six monoliths from each composition in
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their respective reaction vessel. The same powder that was prepared for PCT-1 was used, sieved
to -100+200 mesh and rinsed of fines. Along with using the same powder, because the same
SA/V ratio was used with a vessel solution volume of 120 mL, the same mass of powder was
used for these tests. The mass, density, and specific surface area are displayed in Table 4-3.
After melting, the glasses were poured onto a steel plate with a square matrix cut into the plate of
about 1/16” depth. The squares, about 3/4” x 3/4” were used as a template for breaking monoliths
out of the poured cool glass. Monoliths prepared for each composition were approximately 3/4"1” squares and 1/8”-1/4” thick.

A_100

S_25

S_50

S_75

S_100

Figure 4-5. Monoliths of pure AFCI (left), the xs-Al blends, and pure SON68 (right). Each
monolith is approximately 1/4 inch square and 1/8 inch thick.

The appropriate mass of powder for each glass was weighed out and added to a 120 mL PTFE
vessel. Small PTFE screens were placed on the floor of each vessel to hold the six monoliths up
above the powder. The monoliths were carefully arranged on the screens with the air-side facing
up towards the lid of each vessel, that is the side that did not come in contact with the steel pour
plate. The surface area of the monoliths is so small compared to the surface area of the powder
that it was neglected in calculations.
However, when water was added to the 120 mL vessels, the volume of the screen and 6 monoliths
in each vessel took up roughly 10 mL and only 110 mL of ASTM Type 1 water was able to be
added. This increased the SA/V ratio from the expected 2000 m-1 to 2182 m-1.
After each reaction vessel was prepared, they were placed in a forced convection oven at
constant 90°C. Monoliths could be periodically removed.
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Chapter 5
Results
At each interval 5 mL of solution was sampled from the PCT1, PCT2, and CGS vessels,
~2 mL was dispensed into a test tube for pH measurement and measured at room temperature
(Thermo Scientific Orion 3-star benchtop pH meter) within 10 minutes of sampling. The
remaining ~3 mL of solution was used for Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission
Spectroscopy analysis (Perkin-Elmer Optima 5300 ICP-AES).

Solution Analysis: Product Consistency Tests

PCT Solution pH
It is immediately clear in Figure 5-1 that the steady-state pH differs between pure AFCI
and pure SON68, with noticeable differences in the spread between PCT1 and PCT2.
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Figure 5-1. Measured pH of PCT1 and PCT2 solution at 25°C. Average pH lines were added
to the PCT1 plot to guide the eye, S_100 and S_75 lines overlap.

It is unclear why the pH data points are so scattered up until 200 days, for PCT1. While
the pH of PCT2 is more stable and has a more monotonic distribution, it should be recalled that
the end-point compositions are the same for both experiments. So the scattered pH for PCT1 may
not be attributed to the excess aluminum that is present in the PCT1 blends. After 200 days the
pH takes a noticeable drop for all samples in PCT1, and then stays more consistent. The pH probe
was replaced, and it is suspected that the scattered data up until 200 days is the result of a
defective probe. The solution of PCT2 was measured with the new probe only.
AFCI has the highest pH for both PCT experiments. For PCT1, the pH is not influenced
much with the addition of 25% SON68 to AFCI (S_25), PCT1; similarly, with the addition of
25% AFCI to SON68 (S_75) the pH stays very near S_100. For PCT2 the S_75 blend pH
increases by ~0.11 from S_100, the same value as the decrease from A_100 to S_25. The 50-50
blend for both experiments falls nicely in between A_100 and S_100. In fact, the delta between
S_100-S_50 and A_100-S_50 is comparable between PCT1 and PCT2 at ~0.27.
Even with the excess aluminum, the blends of PCT1 and PCT2 fall approximately in between the
two end points. This suggests that aluminum does not have a significant impact on the steadystate pH.
Based on the amount of alkali and alkaline earth elements in the glass compositions
(Table 5-1), it makes sense that AFCI would have the highest pH and SON68 the lowest.
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Table 5-1. Nominal mol% of alkali and alkaline earth elements in the glass compositions.

Alkali &
Alkaline earth

S_100

S_75

S_50

S_25

A_100

BaO
CaO
Cs2 O

mol%
0.28
5.01
0.27

mol%
0.30
5.23
0.27

mol%
0.32
5.44
0.27

mol%
0.34
5.64
0.26

mol%
0.36
5.83
0.26

Li2 O

4.60

5.97

7.30

8.59

9.85

Na2 O

11.39

10.35

9.34

8.35

7.39

Rb 2 O
Total

0.00
21.56

0.01
22.13

0.03
22.69

0.04
23.22

0.06
23.75

ICP-AES Analysis
The concentration of elements aluminum, boron, calcium, lithium, sodium, and silicon
were measured with ICP-AES. The normalized elemental mass loss in g m-2 was calculated for
selected elements using Equation 5-1, where ci is the concentration reported in ppm, (SA/V) is the
ratio of geometric surface area to solution volume, and fi is the fractional amount of each element
calculated from the composition.
𝑁𝐿(𝑖) =

𝑐! (𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒)
𝑔 𝑚!
𝑓! ∙ (𝑆𝐴 𝑉)

Equation 5-1

The normalized loss (NL) equation allows for simple comparison of the amount of an element in
solution between various glass compositions. It is normalized with respect to the amount of the
element i in composition using fi.

Aluminum
With the blends being made of combinations of SON68 and AFCI, it could be expected
that elemental release of aluminum would fall somewhere in between S_100 and A_100. The data
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reveals that the behavior of aluminum released into solution is significantly different between
PCT1 and PCT2 blends (Figure 5-2).
For PCT1 the amount of aluminum in solution for the blends is about 4.5 times greater
than that of A_100 and S_100. Aluminum concentration for all the blends in PCT1 clump very
closely together, even though there is a compositional 0.65-1.95 Al-wt% difference between
them. For PCT2, the blends that do not have excess aluminum, fall in between the two end points,
as would be expected. PCT2 displays the expected concentration distribution, and the impact of
AFCI is apparent from the segregated S_75 aluminum concentration.

Figure 5-2. Calculated normalized loss of aluminum for the 5 glass compositions for
experiments PCT1 and PCT2 show distinct differences between the xs-Al blends and nominal blends.

The compared aluminum concentration levels for A_100 and S_100 between PCT1 and
PCT2, are very similar; A_100 is at ~0.05 g m-2 and S_100 is around 0.02 g m-2 for both
experiments. The concentration for PCT2-S_100 is initially at a higher value before decreasing.
For the nominal blends in PCT2, the addition of 25% SON68 to AFCI does not make a noticeable
difference, where S_25 aluminum concentration matches A_100 level almost exactly. The S_50
blend separates more from A_100, but the effect of AFCI on release of aluminum does not seem
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to be impacted significantly until 75% SON68 is added. The S_75 holds a more constant
concentration and is separated from S_100 and A_100. For the two blends, S_75 and S_50, along
with S_100, the aluminum concentration all exhibit a decrease starting at 120 days.

Silicon
Even though A_100 has the highest pH, decreasing with increasing SON68 content, the
amount of silicon in solution is highest for S_100. For both PCT1 and PCT2, the silicon levels in
solution are the inverse of aluminum (Figure 5-3). From the xs-Al blends, the clear separation
between blends and end points is apparent for silicon as well. Where aluminum from the xs-Al
blends was ~4.5 times greater than the end points, silicon concentration is lowest for the blends.
The separation in silicon levels between the blends and AFCI is not as great for silicon as it was
for aluminum concentration.
For PCT2, S_100 has the highest normalized loss of silicon, decreasing with increasing
AFCI content. The nominal blends fall in between S_100 and A_100, with the same grouping
observed for aluminum based on AFCI content. In particular, the effect of 25% AFCI addition is
clear from the more isolated S_75 silicon concentration level.
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Figure 5-3. The silicon normalized loss for PCT1 and PCT2 show inverse relations with
respect to aluminum, i.e. higher aluminum concentrations result in lower silicon concentrations.

In contrast to the pH, which showed no effect of the xs-Al, the loss of silicon (and
presumably the dissolution rate), has been reduced by the presence of the 2 wt% xs-Al in the
blends. It is clear from the two plots that the higher the aluminum content in solution, the lower
the silicon content. Note that the slight decrease in aluminum concentration for PCT2 S_100
through S_50 at 120 days is not met by an increase in silicon at the same time. This could indicate
an artifact from ICP analysis.
As two network formers, a helpful plot for understanding the behavior of aluminum and
silicon is a ratio of the two. Calculating the NL(Al)/NL(Si) ratio indicates congruent versus
incongruent dissolution. Incongruent dissolution occurs when both elements are released at
markedly differing amounts and yields a >1 if aluminum is preferentially leached, and <1 if more
silicon is in solution than aluminum. Correspondingly, a value equal to 1 indicates congruent
dissolution.
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Figure 5-4. Congruent versus incongruent dissolution determined by the normalized loss
ratio of aluminum to silicon.

The xs-Al in the PCT1 blends show enhanced release of the aluminum in Figure 5-4, and
suggests an important effect of aluminum in the behavior of SON68 relative to AFCI. It is
important to keep in mind that the aluminum that was introduced as a result of melting the blends
in alumina crucibles, was fully homogenized in the glass matrix as a result of 2 melts with
pouring and crushing in between each melt (see Chapter 4: Experimental Methods).

Sodium
The trends across glass compositions for the release of sodium into solution, in Figure
5-5, is much like that of silicon. Pure SON68 has the highest concentration of sodium for both
PCT1 and PCT2, with decreasing concentration as AFCI content increases.
However, the distribution of sodium for the PCT1 blends is not ordered with any
correlation to silicon or aluminum concentration. The concentration of PCT1 S_75 and S_50 are
just at, or above, A_100, with S_25 level below.
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For PCT2 S_100 has the highest sodium concentration with a similar distribution as
silicon concentration for the other 4 glasses. Increasing AFCI content leads to a decrease of
sodium in solution.

Figure 5-5. The sodium concentration for PCT1 blends does not appear to be correlated to
silicon or aluminum in solution. And for PCT2, with the blends in between end points, S_75 is more
isolated from the rest.

Although at markedly higher levels, the distribution for PCT2 sodium concentration
levels are identical to silicon distribution. The difference in concentration between silicon and
sodium levels decreases with increasing AFCI content. Calculating the normalized loss ratio of
Na/Si in Figure 5-6 confirms that sodium is preferentially leached from the glass. For SON68, the
amount of sodium in solution is about 3.5 times higher than silicon. This decreases to about 2.5
times for S_75, and continues to decrease for the high AFCI glasses, until pure AFCI which is
close to congruent sodium dissolution with respect to silicon.
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Figure 5-6. The normalized loss ratio of sodium to silicon demonstrates the preferential
leaching of sodium from SON68 and high SON68 content blends.

Boron
Boron behaves nearly identical to sodium with the same trend for PCT1 and PCT2 and
comparable normalized loss concentration values. For PCT2, the rate of release of boron
decreases with decreasing SON68 content. It has been shown in various borosilicate glass studies
that boron does not participate in the formation of secondary phases [38]. As a result, it is
commonly used as a tracer element for determining the overall rate of glass dissolution. For
SON68 there is a sharp increased release during the first 50 days, whereas AFCI, S_25, and S_50
have more monotonic concentrations. Again, the S_75 blend is segregated, demonstrating the
influence of 25% AFCI, and has a more gradual increase in concentration than S_100. Note that
the dip for the two data points at 125 and 165 days is common for all 5 glasses and likely an
artifact of ICP analysis.
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Figure 5-7. The concentration of boron in solution for both PCT1 and PCT2 are very similar
to that of sodium.

Even though the sodium in solution for PCT1 showed no correlation to silicon or
aluminum, the boron and sodium distribution is identical. Again S_100 has the highest
concentration, but the unexpected stacking of sodium with S_75 above, S_50, which is above
A_100, with S_25 at the lowest concentration, is mimicked for boron.

Calcium
Comparatively, small quantities of calcium are released into solution, but the distribution
is similar to that of aluminum for PCT2. S_100 exhibits the lowest calcium concentration and
A_100 the highest. However, where aluminum concentration of S_25 and S_50 hover close to
A_100, and S_75 is the outlier for PCT2 aluminum, the reverse is seen for calcium. The S_75 and
S_50 blends hover close to S_100 and S_25 is isolated in-between. From these trends it appears
that the blends with higher SON68 content, and pure SON68, incorporate calcium into an altered
layer or secondary mineral formation.
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Figure 5-8. The stacking of calcium is more like aluminum for PCT2, but unlike aluminum,
the concentration decreases over time.

Between PCT1 and PCT2, the pure end points have comparable values. Although the
blends are below S_100, the xs-Al blends have the same distribution as the nominal blends. This
may also indicate the uptake of calcium into a secondary phase, that is influenced by the amount
of aluminum in solution.

Lithium
The normalized loss of lithium for the blends is the only element for PCT1 that behaves
as would be expected in Figure 5-9. Unlike all the other elements, lithium does not seem to be
effected by the excess amount of aluminum in the blends for PCT1 or the resulting behavior of
other elements, sodium, boron, silicon, and calcium. The lithium concentration for all xs-Al
blends fall in-between S_100 and A_100, similar to PCT2. The only noticeable difference
between PCT1 and PCT2 is that S_75 for PCT1 holds a level of concentration much more closely
to S_50 and S_25 than the separated S_75 for PCT2.
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Figure 5-9. Normalized loss of lithium, the only element that behaves similarly for PCT1 and
PCT2. All the blends tend to group closer to AFCI concentration levels, but S_75 is again more
isolated.

The release rate of lithium does decrease from SON68 to AFCI, as evidenced by the
slope of the concentration profiles during the first 50 days.

Solution Analysis: Concentrated Glass Solution

CGS Solution pH
Like the product consistency tests, the concentrated glass solution (CGS) test was
conducted at 90°C. Unlike PCT, the glass powders prepared for CGS were not sieved so that the
fines could contribute to the higher SA/V, 25,000 m-1 compared to PCT SA/V of 2000 m-1, and
perhaps accelerate the Stage-III transition.
PCT1 and CGS experiments used the same glasses, i.e. the ones remelted in alumina
crucibles (Table 4-1). In spite of the higher SA/V, the pH for CGS experiments is only half a pH
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unit higher than PCT1 pH; one exception is S_100, with a consistent pH of around 9.8 for all the
experiments.

Figure 5-10. The measured pH25°C of CGS samples shows a noticeable drop for the S_25 sample >350
days.

Figure 5-10 shows the stacking is the same as both of the PCT experiment pH, with
lowest pH for SON68, increasing with AFCI content. At just beyond 300 days the pH starts to
decrease for A_100 and all the blends. One blend in particular, S_25 has a drastic drop of 1 pH
unit from day 318 up to 555 days before an increase of 0.2 pH by day 778.

CGS S_25 glass
This drop in pH for the S_25 blend is associated with a Stage-III transition, as evidenced,
and confirmed, by the characteristic increased release of elements into solution. The normalized
loss of the 6-elements are shown in Figure 5-11.
Aluminum exhibits a gradual and steady increased release starting at about 200 days. At the time
that the pH starts to drop, the amount of aluminum in solution dips at 300 days, but then
continues to increase until about 500 days.
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Figure 5-11. The S_25 blend from the CGS experiment goes through a Stage-III transition
that starts with a significant drop in aluminum and increase in other elements at around 450 days.

Just before 500 days, the aluminum in solution plummets, at the same time, the release of lithium
and boron from the S_25 glass takes off. The other elements, silicon, sodium, and calcium also
spike, but are delayed and don’t climb as fast as lithium and boron. The delay for calcium is about
50 days, and the same for sodium. Silicon doesn’t start to increase until after 550 days, but does
so very rapidly. This could be an indication that these 3-elements silicon, sodium, and calcium,
along with aluminum, are being incorporated into a secondary phase.
From the CGS experiment, the S_25 blend is the only glass to have gone through the
Stage-III transition. The rest of the results are presented with a plot for each individual of the 6elements with every glass.
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Aluminum and Silicon
The aluminum behaves much the same as for PCT1, with the xs-Al blends at the highest
normalized loss, well above the pure A_100, which is above S_100. The blends are scattered with
S_25 above S_75, which is above S_50.
The aluminum concentration for S_50 blend begins to increase significantly starting at about 500
days. This could be a similar situation to S_25, the gradual increase before a steep drop. As was
mentioned above for S_25, at 300 days the pH initially began to drop, and the aluminum content
for S_25 begins to increase up to ~400 days before plummeting.

Figure 5-12. CGS plots for normalized loss of aluminum and silicon. The small increase in
aluminum for S_25 is met by a dramatic drop in concentration and simultaneously a spike in silicon.

The significant increase of aluminum for S_50 is not followed by as significant a
decrease of silicon in solution, but there is a small change, with the gradual decrease starting at
about 300 days. The pure A_100 has a gradual increase in silicon starting at 400 days which is
matched by a gradual decrease in aluminum at the same time period.
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Overall, the higher the aluminum level in solution, the lower the silicon level in solution.
Beyond the overall content initially in solution, this inverse relationship follows for instantaneous
increasing and decreasing content, as strongly evidenced by the S_25 blend.

Sodium and Calcium
The S_100 aluminum level was the lowest out of the 5 glasses, and correspondingly has
the highest sodium in solution in Figure 5-13. It would be expected then that A_100 would be
closer to S_100 with the blends well below A_100, if low aluminum content was associated with
increased sodium content in solution. Like PCT1 and PCT2, there is no clear correlation between
aluminum and silicon with respect to sodium. None of the blends arrange themselves in an
ordered or inverse fashion with respect to aluminum, as was the case for silicon.
Similar to the gradual decrease in aluminum and gradual increase in silicon for A_100, at the
same time period, sodium shows an increase.

Figure 5-13. Normalized loss for sodium and calcium from CGS experiments where the
abrupt increase is clear for the S_25 composition, and goes off the plot scale.
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At such low concentration levels in solution, the calcium is scattered, but the blends and
S_100 are beneath A_100. There is a definitive drop in the calcium concentration starting at 350
days for S_25 just before the spike starting at 450 days. Unlike the aluminum for A_100, there is
no gradual increase in calcium concentration.

Boron and Lithium
Like sodium, boron concentration is highest for the pure SON68 in Figure 5-14. The two
blends, S_50 and S_25, follow almost on top of pure AFCI; with S_75 in between those three
compositions and S_100. Again the dominating presence is the spike in boron concentration for
S_25 just before 300 days. Similar to sodium and silicon, the boron concentration for A_100
increases around 300 days. The S_50 blend follows A_100 boron concentration with an increase
at the same time.
It is important to note the 4 faint data points that are not connected with the line for all glasses,
except S_25, are considered outliers and attributed to an ICP-AES analysis artifact. Based on the
fact that all 4 glasses show a jump in concentration at the exact same time, with future data points
significantly lower.
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Figure 5-14. There is no apparent ordering of concentration levels of boron and lithium for
the three blends, but S_100 holds the highest concentration and A_100 the lowest for a time. The NL
of S_25 for both boron and lithium go off the plot scale.

Similar to boron, the lithium in solution for all three blends does not follow any specific
order. Initially S_100 has the highest concentration and A_100 the lowest. The S_75 blend starts
out below S_100 but after 200 days surpasses the concentration of S_100. A_100 exhibits an
increase in lithium concentration after 400 days that separates itself from S_50, and surpasses
S_100 and S_75 concentration levels. The S_50 blend also increases concentration at the same
time as A_100, but not at as high a rate.
Overall for the CGS solution data, the differences between the blends and the end points
have been attributed to the excess aluminum that was dissolved from the alumina crucibles during
the melting of each blend. It should also be noted that the normalized loss calculations in
Equation 5-1 have taken the differences in aluminum concentration (independently determined by
ICP) with the fractional concentration term for each element fi. So if the xs-Al is responsible for
the deviations observed, it is a structure effect and not due to uncertainty in the compositionally
dependent loss calculations.
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Characterization of Reaction Products
At various times throughout the duration of the CGS experiment, powder was removed
from the reaction vessels and examined with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) using an FEI
Nova NanoSEM 630 FESEM and x-ray diffraction (XRD) using a PANalytical Empyrean X-ray
Diffractometer with a Cu-source over the range 2-theta 10°-70°.

Powders
Before the glasses were used for corrosion experiments, XRD was run on fresh unreacted
glass powder to screen for any crystals that may have formed during processing. As the plot in
Figure 5-15 shows no crystals were detected, indicating <5% crystalline material.

Figure 5-15. XRD patterns for unreacted glass show no crystalline peaks.

At 311 days, powder was removed from the CGS end points, S_100 and A_100, and
examined with SEM. For the S_100 reacted glass powder, a clay like mineral covered the entire
surface of all the particles (Figure 5-16). This same formation on the surface of SON68 has been
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identified by others as a phyllosilicate [23] [31] with some indicating the mineral is a smectite
formation [34].

Figure 5-16. SEM images of S_100 powder at 311 days. A clay can be seen covering the
whole particle on the left, and a close of the ‘blanket’ on the right

At 311 days for A_100 there is no phyllosilicate covering the surface of AFCI glass
particles (Figure 5-17). There are however, in some areas, star-shaped and blade like crystals
growing on the surface of particles.

Figure 5-17. Reacted A_100 glass does not appear to have a clay formation covering the
surface, but there are apparent crystals growing in places on the surface of particles at 311 days.
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The crystals don’t appear to form in any specific area on particles. In the absence of a
phyllosilicate covering the surface of AFCI particles, it is clear the surfaces of particles are
marked by small pockets or holes.
X-ray diffraction was run on the two 311 day reacted powders. With such small amount
of crystals compared to bulk on AFCI particles all that is visible in Figure 5-18 is an amorphous
hump. It should also be noted that there was a very small amount of powder collected, so the
XRD scan was performed on a line of powder parallel to the beam scan path. Which is the cause
of the steep decrease, particularly for A_100, from 10° up to the amorphous hump between 2040°.

Figure 5-18. XRD scans of CGS powders S_100 and A_100 at 311 days only reveal the
characteristic amorphous hump.

Along with the S_100 311-day sample, the phyllosilicate formation was fully formed and
apparent on a sample of S_100 CGS powder at 164 days. XRD was also performed on this
sample, but did not result in any spectra.
Characterization of secondary phases on these powders can be difficult with such small
quantities and small size of the crystals. Energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was performed on
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the phyllosilicate mineral on S_100 as well the small crystals on the surfaces of A_100. As
qualitative analysis, the EDS spectra do no offer accurate quantitative results, but identify the
possible elements present as well as normalized or relative intensity.
From the EDS-spectra of the A_100 crystals, the aluminum and silicon have higher reported wt%
than the spectra of the glass surface. Barium content too is twice as high for the crystals as the
surface, while calcium is consistently lower for the crystals. Iron, a key element in many
minerals, was not detected for the crystals, neodymium and cesium were detected but at lower
levels than the glass surface.
For the surface of S_100, covered in the mineral phase, aluminum, calcium, iron, neodymium,
sodium, and silicon were detected at higher wt% relative to the other elements detected at or
below 3wt%.
Powder from S_25 blend CGS vessel was removed at 420 days and examined with SEM
using a Helix Detector in low vacuum mode (Figure 5-19). From solution analysis results, at 420
days the S-25 glass was just about to reach the Stage-III transition and experience a rapid
dissolution.

Figure 5-19. At 420 days for S_25 blend, there is a significant amount of crystals covering
the surface of the glass particles.
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The majority of the crystals are similar in shape to those that were seen on the AFCI glass
particles at 311 days, but in much more abundance as the image on the left in Figure 5-19 shows.
Along with the flat star shaped and needle-like crystals there are bundles of the crystals forming
fibrous half spheres (Figure 5-20)

Figure 5-20. The needle-like crystals appear to grow forming fibrous half spheres on the
surface of S_25 glass particles at 420 days.

From the higher magnification image in Figure 5-20, it is important to note that there is
no phyllosilicate covering the surface of the S_25 particles.
At 700 days’ reacted glass powder was removed from all the CGS vessels. Compared to
the 311 day SON68 surface, there isn’t a noticeable difference at 700 days (Figure 5-21).
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Figure 5-21. Reacted S_100 glass particle surfaces at 700 days with a clear phyllosilicate
layer present.

The phyllosilicate that covered the surface of the glass at 311 days is fully present and visible in
the image on the right of Figure 5-21. The chunks and bumps on the surface of the particles (left
image Figure 5-21) are fines that have settled on the larger particles, and are also covered in a
phyllosilicate layer.
With the addition of 25% AFCI there isn’t an obvious difference at low magnification
(left image Figure 5-22) for S_75 powder particles. At higher magnification though, the density
of the phyllosilicate appears to be lessened.
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Figure 5-22. The amount of phyllosilicate covering S_75 particles at 700 days appears to be
lessened than S_100 at 700 days.

Beyond the phyllosilicate layer, there are also small amounts of the star shaped crystals (Figure
5-23) on S_75 particles. These were also visible on the surface of AFCI particles at 311 days and
S_25 particles at 420 days. Compared to AFCI though, even at 400 days longer, the S_75 does
not have nearly as many crystals

Figure 5-23. The crystals that were visible on AFCI at 311 days and S_25 glass at 420 days
are seen in placed on the surface of S_75 particles at 700 days.

For the S_50 blend it is clear from even the lower magnification image on the left of
Figure 5-24, that there are more crystals forming on the surfaces of particles than were present on
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the S_75 particles. The white arrows in the image on the left of Figure 5-24 highlight the location
of the crystals on the surface of the S_50 particle.

Figure 5-24. The amount of crystals on the surface of S_50 particles has increased
significantly, and the phyllosilicate formation has significantly decreased.

The only visible sign of a phyllosilicate like mineral that is present on the S_50 particles
are the wispy hairs that are scatter over the entire surface in the image on the right of Figure 5-24.
It is not the dense mat that was visible for the S_100 glass at 700 days.
The EDS-spectra of the S_50 crystals show the same relative differences as the spectra from
A_100 crystals at 311 days. Aluminum, barium, and sodium are higher than the glass surface.
Calcium, cesium, and neodymium are lower than the glass surface, and silicon is at about the
same wt% for the crystal and glass surface. Again there is little to no iron present in the crystals.
At 700 days, the S_25 CGS glass is well into Stage-III corrosion. The precipitation of
crystals in abundance has occurred, as seen in the image on the left of Figure 5-25. Some glass
particles are almost fully encased in the radial clustered crystals.
Along with the vigorous precipitation of crystals, a phyllosilicate layer has formed and
completely covers the surface beneath the crystals (right image Figure 5-25). From the day 420
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S_25 surface analysis in Figure 5-20, there was no phyllosilicate present, but clearly encapsulates
the particles at 700 days.

Figure 5-25. The S_25 blend at 700 days is well into Stage-III corrosion with crystals almost
encasing glass particles. The formation of the phyllosilicate layer is also clearly visible post Stage-III
transition.

A clear XRD pattern for the S_25 700-day sample was acquired, and identified as a
zeolite phase (Figure 5-26) with chemical formula Na3.6Al3.6Si12.4O32●14H2O. Several other
zeolitic sodium-alumino-silicate-hydrates of differing stoichiometric ratios were matched for the
XRD spectra, but the phase identified, matched the spectra the best.
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Figure 5-26. The XRD pattern for S_25 at 700 days with the identified zeolite phase.

Along with the identification of a variety of sodium-alumino-silicate-hydrates zeolite
phases, there was overlap with identified phases of anorthite (Na0.25Ca0.71Al2Si2O8) and
pseudowallastonite (Ca(SiO3)). The overlap could be the resul of the underlying phyllosilicate
mineral. But as has been seen from XRD spectra of pure SON68 with heavy phyllosilicate
formation, no phase is detected.
It is important to mention that the EDS spectra of the S_25 crystals were again very
similar to those of the S_50 at 700 days and the A_100 at 311l days.
The pure AFCI particles in Figure 5-27 appear to have more precipitated crystals on the
surface compared to the 311 day sample in Figure 5-17, but it is difficult to conclude from SEM
images alone. It is still apparent the lack of phyllosilicate on the surface of the particles from the
higher magnification image on the right of Figure 5-27.
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Figure 5-27. After 700 days the density of crystals on the surface of AFCI particles appears
to be higher, and it is clear there is still no phyllosilicate covering the surface.

Monoliths: PCT1 and PCT2
Monoliths, like the ones in Figure 4-5, were added to the PCT reaction vessels to be used
as reference samples. The monolith, each in its respective vessel, were under the same solution
conditions outlined in the solution analysis results above.
At 205 days a monolith from each glass composition, for both PCT-type experiments, were
removed for characterization. After removal from the reaction vessels, each monolith was rinsed
with ASTM Type 1 water and ethanol. Excess ethanol was removed by dabbing the surface with
a kim-wipe, before monoliths were placed in a forced air convection oven to dry at 70°C.
The surface of each monolith was examined with the same SEM used to examine the powder.
Prior to examination, the PCT1 monoliths were coated with gold to reduce surface charging. No
gold coating was applied to the PCT2 monoliths.
The pure SON68 monolith at 205 days was clearly covered in the phyllosilicate mineral.
In some places on the PCT2 monolith, like Figure 5-28 shows, the phyllosilicate layer was
removed and a bumpy glass surface could be seen below. This removal of the mineral could be a
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result of cracking from drying or being scratched by the aluminum foil packet that was used to
transport each monolith. Similarly, for the PCT1 monolith, part of the layer has been scraped and
damaged from handling (left side of image) but does not reveal the bulk glass beneath.

PCT1

PCT2

Figure 5-28. The surface of both PCT S_100 monoliths are covered in the phyllosilicate
mineral.

At 205 days for the S_75 blend, the surfaces, in Figure 5-29, look much like S_100 for
both PCT1 and PCT2. There is a significant amount of the phyllosilicate covering the entire
surface of the monoliths, and even similar cracking and removal of the mineral layer in places on
the PCT2 surface (inset image in Figure 5-29).

PCT1

PCT2
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Figure 5-29. Though not as densely covered, the surface of the S_75-blend monoliths look
much like S_100.

But similar to the powder surfaces, the phyllosilicate mineral on the S_75 glass appears
to be not as dense.
For the S_50 glass monoliths in Figure 5-30, the phyllosilicate is more prevalent than was
seen on the powder surfaces characterized at 700 days. Unlike the powder, there are no small
crystals on the surface of the monoliths. Coverage appears to have decreased more compared to
the S_75 blend. This is clearer from the PCT1 surface with less charging.

PCT1

PCT2

Figure 5-30. The phyllosilicate mineral is visible on the surface of the S_50 monoliths, more
so than was seen on the surface of reacted powder.

There is a significant change from the previous three glass composition surfaces
compared to the S_25 glass monolith at 205 days. It is apparent that there is hardly any mineral
precipitate on the surface. There are some locations that small amounts of precipitate have
formed, as the inset of Figure 5-31 shows.
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PCT1

PCT2

Figure 5-31. There is a significant change for the S_25 blend, where the precipitated mineral
is virtually nonexistent at 205 days.

In Figure 5-32, the absence of a precipitated mineral on the surface of the AFCI glass
monoliths is clear. On the surface of the PCT1 monolith, in places there are some areas that look
like a layer has been removed. For PCT2, there appear to be no pockets or holes from corrosion,
the type that were visible on the A_100 powder surfaces at 311 days.

PCT1

PCT2

Figure 5-32. The A_100 monoliths at 205 days do not appear to have any crystals on the
surface.
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Along with SEM, XRD was performed on all the monoliths. Without any heavy crystal
formations visible on any of the glasses, the XRD results were inconclusive, resulting in the
typical amorphous hump for all samples in Figure 5-33.

Figure 5-33. XRD scans of the monoliths does not reveal any crystal or mineral formations.

With the knowledge that there is a heavy amount of phyllosilicate mineral on the surface
of the S_100 monolith, the more surface sensitive grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXD)
scan was performed. At the critical angle the electric field is amplified locally by a factor of four,
making the signal stronger and more surface sensitive. However, this analysis also resulted in an
amorphous pattern and no detection of a mineral.

Mineral Saturation Indices: Thermodynamic Modeling with Geochemist Workbench
The saturation index of possible mineral phases that could form were modeled using the
Geochemist Workbench® (GWB: Rockware, Version 9.0) based on ICP-AES concentration
solution data of aluminum, calcium, iron, lithium, sodium and silicon, pH, and temperature. In the
software package the sub-program GSS spreadsheet, the input for experimental data, was used.
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Based on past mineral phases that have been identified to form in corrosion tests of SON68 and
AFCI (Table 2-2), similar minerals were selected from the GWB mineral catalog. The list of
minerals and their stoichiometric equation are displayed in Table 5-2. Along with the essential
zeolite analcime, albite and jadeite, two other sodium-aluminosilicate minerals, were also
modeled, and a variety of calcium silicate hydrates were selected
Table 5-2. The list of minerals that were calculated from solution data of PCT1, PCT2, and
CGS experiments, using Geochemist Workench.

Mineral

Ca(OH)2

Analcime (NaAlSi2 O6 •H2 O)

Ca-Al Pyroxene (XY(Si,Al)2 O6 )

Albite (NaAlSi3 O8 )

Ca2 Si3 O8

Jadeite (NaAlSi2 O6 )

Ca2 Si3 O8 •2.5H2 O

Petalite (LiAlSi4 O10 )

Ca2 SiO4 (gamma)

Spodumene (LiAlSi2 O6 )

Ca2 SiO4 •1.2H2 O

Anorthite (CaAl2 Si2 O8 )

Ca3 Si2 O7 •3H2 O

Rankinite (Ca3 Si2 O7 )

Ca3 SiO5

Wairakite (Ca8 (Al16 Si32 O96 )•16H2 O)

Ca3 Si2 O7 •3H2 O

The likelihood of possible mineral phases forming in solution can be estimated by the
level of the saturation index of each phase. For a simple mineral of AaBb that dissolves and
precipitates according to the reaction formula in Equation 5-2
𝐴! 𝐵! = 𝑎𝐴 + 𝑏𝐵

Equation 5-2

Where the activity of a pure solid phase {AaBb} is equal to 1, the activity at the state of
equilibrium simplifies to
𝐾!" = 𝐴

!

!"

𝐵

!

!"

Equation 5-3

For a non-ideal case, the ion activity product (IAP), which is identical to the Ksp formula, is used
to describe an actual system. The saturation index (SI) is equal to the log of the ratio of IAP/Ksp.
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For any particular mineral where SI = 0, IAP = Ksp, it is in equilibrium, and when SI < 0, IAP <
Ksp the mineral in solution is undersaturated, likewise when SI > 0, IAP > Ksp and the mineral is
supersaturated.
Prior to narrowing the list of possible minerals in Table 5-2, a broad calculation was
performed for all minerals in the GWB suite. It was immediately clear the minerals that were not
present or possible based on composition and level of saturation index. For a variety of minerals,
the saturation was far super-saturated from day 1 of solution analysis, and these minerals were
disregarded. Only the minerals with reasonable saturation indices were plotted, the majority of
the calcium silicate hydrates were far undersaturated and are not presented.
The saturation index versus composition for the critical precipitate analcime is displayed
in Figure 5-34. All compositions are undersaturated at day 5, but the level decreases with
increasing AFCI content. As time goes on the level of saturation increases for each composition.
By day 111, GWB predicts S_100 is supersaturated with respect to analcime, but from the
powder characterization analcime is not present. This could suggest that the solution conditions of
S_100 are primed for a precipitation of analcime, but something is keeping it from happening.

Figure 5-34. The calculated saturation index for each composition over the course of the
CGS experiment shows a trend for increasing AFCI content.
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For the blend S_25 that transitioned to Stage-III corrosion, the saturation index jumps
after day 400 and becomes supersaturated at days 600 and 778. Again from powder
characterization the formation of a zeolite is clear. Aside from S_25, the pure A_100 saturation
index increases the most from day 5 to day 778, but has yet to show significant crystal formation
or exhibit a resumption of alteration.
For the PCT experiments, from solution analysis it is evident none of the glass
compositions from either experiment has transitioned to Stage-III corrosion. The saturation index
versus composition for both PCT experiments are shown in Figure 5-35.
The same trend exists for both experiments, where SON68 has the highest initial undersaturated
value which decreases with increasing AFCI content. Similar to the plot in Figure 5-34 for CGS,
PCT1 S_100 is calculated to be supersaturated by day 400 and 455 but no crystal formations have
been detected and no resumption of species in solution has been seen.

Figure 5-35. The Saturation index of the zeolite analcime for PCT1 and PCT2.

From the SEM images of not only powders but also monoliths, it was apparent that there
was a significant mineral formation covering the surface of SON68 that decreased in coverage
and density (visual) as the SON68 content in the glasses decreased. The saturation index of
petalite, a lithium aluminum tectosilicate and member of the phyllosilicate subclass, was
calculated. The plot of calculated petalite saturation index for the CGS experiment is shown in
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Figure 5-36. Consistent with what was observed from SEM images, the petalite saturation
decreases with decreasing SON68 content.

Figure 5-36. Saturation index calculation of petalite for the CGS experiment.

After 351 days, petalite is calculated as supersaturated for all the glasses. But in agreement with
what was observed for S_25 just prior to Stage-III event, there was very little phyllosilicate
formation on particles, but after Stage-III transition the surface is covered. The petalite saturation
index for S_25 shows this starting at day 400.
The saturation index calculations for petalite in PCT1 and PCT2 solutions show a similar
trend as the CGS calculations. For PCT1 in Figure 5-37, by 124 days S_100 and S_75 are
supersaturated, and by day 300 conditions for all but A_100 are supersaturated. Again by day 400
it is predicted that petalite is supersaturated for all glass compositions.
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Figure 5-37. The same trend as CGS occurs for the PCT calculations of the phyllosilicate,
petalite saturation index.

For PCT2, the same general trend is seen, although as early as day 3 petalite is calculated as being
supersaturated for S_100 through S_50.
It is worth showing the calculated saturation index of the calcium silicate hydrate (CSH)
Ca5S16O17●10.5H2O because it exhibits a trend unlike the past two minerals. For CGS solutions,
the CSH is quickly supersaturated for A_100 and decreases for higher SON68 content glasses.
The saturation level decreases with increasing SON68 content, but the parabolic curve early on is
likely a result of the high aluminum content in solution for the blends.

Figure 5-38. Saturation index for the calcium silicate hydrate Ca5S16O17●10.5H2O for CGS.
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The same is seen for PCT1, the high aluminum concentration in solution correlates with a
lower silicon concentration (Figure 5-2, Figure 5-3) and with the lower silicon concentration the
saturation index is naturally lower. This effect is not manifested for the PCT2 saturation index
with the more monotonic distribution of aluminum concentration and therefore silicon
concentration, the saturation index for the CSH is more linear.

Figure 5-39. The bell shape-trend for saturation index of the calcium silicate hydrate versus
composition for PCT1 and CGS is present for PCT2.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
The Stage-III transition from the low residual rate to an increased alteration of the glass
in a contacting solution has been associated with a rapid precipitation of crystalline species and
an increase in release of elements from the glass. The basis of this study was that AFCI is more
prone to a Stage-III resumption of alteration than SON68. These two glasses were combined and
remelted as blends, with the expectation that the onset of a Stage-III transition would be more or
less dampened with increasingly higher SON68 content in the blends. In this way the onset or
trigger which prompts Stage-III corrosion could be identified.
Although only the blend S_25 from the CGS experiment transitioned into Stage-III, there
are several significant findings that can contribute be understood for the corrosion behavior of
SON68, AFCI, and the blends as a function of composition.
It could be expected that with the combination of SON68 and AFCI, the corrosion
behavior of the blends would follow a normal distribution between SON68 and AFCI.
Fortunately, only the solution pH measurements have shown this to be the case. Rather we
searched for non-linear, abrupt, and un-expected behavior in the series of 5 glasses.
The role of aluminum is an important one in the corrosion behavior of these glasses, with
significant influence on dissolution of other elements and the durability of the glass. This is best
illustrated by the S_25 blend from the CGS experiment with the xs-Al. Even with the normal
distribution of pH for PCT1 and CGS solution data, the elemental release of aluminum was
certainly not linearly distributed. From the comparison of aluminum to silicon concentrations, it
is clear that higher aluminum concentrations result in lower concentrations of silicon. While the
nominal glasses used in PCT2 are distributed as expected, with the blends in between the end
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points S_100 and A_100, the same results as PCT1 and CGS is seen for the aluminum and silicon
concentrations. Even with the more expected distribution, the concentration elements from the
PCT2 blend S_75, is most often separated from the other two blends, S_50 and S_25.
A noticeable difference between the glasses from end point to end point was the
formation of a clay like phyllosilicate that fully covered S_100 particles and decreased in
coverage as AFCI content increased. This clay, observed by others on SON68 and identified by
some as smectite, was not as prevalent on the surface of the S_25 CGS glass surface, but post
Stage-III resumption the phyllosilicate covered the surfaces of S_25 particles.
The same glasses were used for PCT1 and CGS, yet none of the glasses went through a
Stage-III transition for the PCT1 type. Although both experiments were run in water at 90°C, the
surface area to volume ratio (SA/V), and therefore mass of powder, differed between the two. For
PCT1 a narrow particle size distribution was used (149-75 µm) and the SA/V was 2000 m-1. The
SA/V for CGS was 25,000 m-1 and the crushed glass was not sieved, containing large chunks
(>250 µm) and fines (<5 µm).

Effect of Glass Surface Area to Solution Volume Ratio
Based on the solution data and zeolite crystal formation, the S_25 blend from the
concentrated glass solution experiment was the only glass to definitively transition into Stage-III.
There are a few key differences between the concentrated glass solution blend experimental setup
and the product consistency test setup that could be the result of a Stage-III event observed for
S_25 CGS and not for any of the other samples.
Between the CGS glasses, S_25 has the second lowest measured specific surface area
(Table 4-2), requiring the second highest mass of glass (just below S_75) to meet the 25,000 m-1
SA/V ratio. This high SA/V ratio used for the CGS experiment is 12.5 times higher than the
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SA/V ratio for the PCT experiments. With a higher surface area, the number of available reaction
sites increased, thereby increasing the rate of change of solution concentrations and ultimately the
corrosion rate [39]. As Ebert reports the SA/V directly effects the “[s]aturated solution
conditions, secondary phase formation, and the long-term corrosion rate are attained faster in tests
at higher SA/V.”
Along with the difference in specific surface area between the glasses used in the CGS
experiment and large difference in SA/V ratios between CGS and PCT1, the S_25 blend has the
highest excess amount of aluminum. The higher aluminum content in S_25 (Table 4-1, Appendix
A) manifests itself in the solution data with markedly higher concentration levels than the end
points.

Role of Aluminum in Glass Compositions and Minerals
In the discussion of important glass components, aluminum appears to be a key element.
Not only does aluminum participate in network formation of a glass along with silicon, it is a key
element in formation of amorphous or crystalline precipitates, specifically zeolites. Aluminum in
waste glass is also a component that has not fully been studied; or the effects of it not fully
explained as Fournier et al. mention in 2014 “…the effect of aluminum in the gel or in solution
on the glass alteration kinetics is not sufficiently understood today [16].”
For the case of a simple 6-component borosilicate glass, Strachan determined that the
aluminum and silicon concentrations have a certain limit that inhibits or allows glass dissolution.
Glasses with higher aluminum concentration, or Si/(Si+Al) ratios less than 0.7, required 100-1000
times less glass to dissolve in order for analcime precipitate to cause the dissolution rate to
increase [40]. The higher aluminum concentration made for a more unstable glass in solution.
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The calculated Si/(Si+Al) ratio for the CGS solution data is plotted in Figure 6-1. With
the knowledge that the S_25 glass exhibits increased dissolution after ~400 days, the location of
S_25 below 0.7 Si/(Si+Al) is understandable. S_50 and S_75 start very close to S_25 at a ratio of
~0.65, before S_25 decreases rapidly between 250 days to 400 days, until Stage-III occurs and the
ratio increases as silicon concentration rises and aluminum falls. S_50 and S_75 both decrease
appreciably after 500 days. Decreasing at a faster rate, it could be that S_50 is about to experience
a Stage-III transition.

Figure 6-1. Concentration ratios of Si/(Si+Al) < 0.7 for CGS experiment solution data.

It is important to keep in mind the aluminum content present in each glass composition,
and that for the CGS and PCT1 experiments, the blends had xs-Al relative to the end points. Of
the blends, S_25 has the highest amount of xs-Al at 7.00 mol%.
In a study on the role of Al2O3 on the long term corrosion stability of nuclear waste glass,
Van Iseghem et al. noted that of the five glasses with AlO1.5 content ranging from 6.70 to 18.2
mol%, the corrosion stability for the glasses with increasing AlO1.5 content improved slightly.
Nevertheless increasing content, the highest AlO1.5 glass experienced an “explosive” resumption
of leaching, whereas it is much slower for the lower AlO1.5 content glasses [41].
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Aluminum in solution without the precipitation of zeolites has been understood to inhibit
glass hydrolysis [42, 43, 44]. By reducing the silicon activity at saturation [45] via the “Sorption
of aluminum at sila-nol sites and precipitation as surface aluminum oxyhydroxides… [16]” [46].
Iler proposed that the negative aluminosilicate sites at the surface of amorphous silica prevent the
necessary hydroxyl ions from attacking the surface, required to catalyze silica dissolution [47].
This effect of aluminum in solution is clearly seen in the solution analysis for CGS, PCT1, and
PCT2 data in Figure 5-2, Figure 5-3, and Figure 5-12; i.e. the higher the aluminum concentration,
the lower silicon, as much as 10 times difference for some of the glasses.
While the higher aluminum content in solution may inhibit the hydrolysis of a glass,
aluminum is also a crucial building block for zeolites [48]. That many have reported is the
mineral precipitate responsible for a resumption of alteration, Stage-III corrosion. Van Iseghem
and Grambow came to a similar conclusion for a Belgian reference waste glass. They noted that
the high aluminum content in the glass SAN60 (unrelated to SON68), appeared to lower the
forward rate. However, with the high Al/Si ratio it tended to form the zeolite analcime as the
dominant phase in the leachate [28], a phase that is also common in AFCI. “It has long been
known that the precipitation of some phases, usually zeolites such as analcime, causes an increase
in the dissolution rates of many glasses… [31]” [16] [27] [40] [49] [50].
However, zeolites are not found in the surface layers of R7T7 glass, the radioactive-type
SON68 glass, because these phases are not stable at the lower pH of the leachates characteristic
of R7T7 and SON68 glass [51]. From the solution pH measurements of CGS, PCT1, and PCT2,
the pH is consistently highest for AFCI and decreases with increasing SON68 content.
The precipitation of zeolites is directly related to the Si/Al ratio and pH of a solution.
Donahoe and Liou found that the higher the concentration of aluminum in solution (or lower
Si/Al ratio in solution) the faster the zeolites grow [52]. Mariner and Surdam found that just as
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the Si/Al ratio in solution was controlled by the pH of solution, so too the formation of zeolites
was controlled by the alkalinity.
This understanding that high pH is favored for the formation of zeolite phases is the basis
that Jantzen et al. used to develop a more analytical approach for determining the likelihood
Stage-III corrosion. It is based on the amount of excess strong base in solution [53]. The pH of
the leachate solution is influenced by the presence and interaction of strong bases and weak acids.
From solution analysis, the strong base [SB] is calculated from the concentration of sodium,
lithium, and calcium. The weak acid [WA] formation in solution is taken from the concentration
values of aluminum, silicon, and boron.
𝑆𝐵 − 𝑊𝐴 =
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𝐶!"
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𝐶!"
𝐶!
𝐶!"
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+
−
+
+
𝑚!" 𝑚!" 𝑚!!
𝑚!" 𝑚! 𝑚!"

𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙
𝐿

Equation 6-1

Like Ribet et al. and Fournier et al. who did not observe a resumption of glass alteration
at pH < 10.7 [20] [21], Jantzen et al. concluded from PCT data that the more durable glasses were
buffered at a [SB]-[WA] of ~0 and pH < 10.8.
Plotting the calculated [SB]-[WA] versus solution pH for each of the compositions from
the CGS experiment shows a definitive break at pH 10.7 in Figure 6-2.
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Figure 6-2. There is a definitive break for the glasses A_100 and S_25 that are in the excess
base region above pH 10.7 for the data from 1-778 days of the CGS experiment.

The majority of sample data points for pure AFCI glass, known to be more prone to a
Stage-III corrosion transition, are positioned beyond pH 10.7 and with excess strong base in
solution. But, to date, this sample has not transitioned to Stage-III. The S_25 blend is in the same
region, and as already discussed, clearly transitioned into Stage-III corrosion. At the beginning of
the S_25 transition, the pH dropped significantly, pushing the data points in Figure 6-2 to the left,
but still in the excess strong base region. The S_50 blend drops in strong base and hovers right
above the equilibrium line roughly between pH 10.5-10.8. The shaded region in the plot of Figure
6-2 highlights the zone of more durable glasses, the data points for SON68 are well within this
region and the S_75 stay below pH 10.7 with most data in excess weak acid.
Plots of the same strong base/weak acid calculation versus solution pH were made for
PCT1 and PCT2. The plots for both are shown in Figure 6-3.
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Figure 6-3. The pH of PCT experiments has shifted to lower values, but A_100 and S_25 are
predominantly still in the excess strong base region.

For PCT1 the data points are more scattered, a result of the scattered pH measurements
(Figure 5-1), while the PCT2 data points are much tighter. Like CGS, the same general trends
follow for the PCT plots, with AFCI at the highest pH and in the excess strong base region for
both. With increasing SON68 content, the [SB] content and pH decrease. Unlike the CGS
experiment, the pH is much lower for both PCT experiments, and the blend S_50 has higher
[WA] content than in the CGS experiment. S_25 though is predominantly situated in the excess
[SB] region. However, all of the PCT test data is below the critical pH.
The basis of the [SB]-[WA] plots is the understanding that glasses in the excess strong
base region (> 0) and higher pH > 10.7, have the necessary pH conditions and excess quantities of
silicon and aluminum necessary for zeolite formation to occur, thus prompting a Stage-III
transition.
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Importance of Precipitated Surface Layer (Phyllosilicate) Formation
A significant amount of literature has been written on the observed decrease in leach rate
as a result of glass components reaching solution saturation limits, but will not be discussed here.
However, the formation of an altered layer on the surface of reacted glass has been shown to be
“protective” and “unprotective” depending on the glass composition and test conditions [54] [55]
[56].
In a literature review on the formation of alteration layer effects on waste glass behavior,
Feng et al. concluded that in general, surface layers on glass can slow glass reaction via a barrier,
the extent of which is dependent on glass composition, temperature, test conditions and “silicic
acid gradient in the surface layers” [57].
SON68 has been considered to be a durable glass; however, compared to AFCI, solution
concentration levels of glass species silicon, sodium, boron, and lithium are markedly higher for
SON68 than AFCI. Furthermore, the rate of release for these elements is highest for SON68 and
decreases with decreasing SON68 content. From the normalized loss equation, the dissolution
rate can be calculated using boron concentration as the following equation shows.
𝑟=

𝑑 𝑁𝐿(𝐵)
𝑔
, !
𝑑𝑡
𝑚 𝑑

Equation 6-2

Boron is typically used as a tracer element because it is not incorporated into secondary
phases. The plot for the dissolution rate of boron for PCT1 and PCT2 is shown in Figure 6-4 for
the first 12 and 20 days of each test.
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Figure 6-4. The dissolution rate calculated during the initial dissolution of glasses using
boron.

The rate of boron release from SON68 is significantly higher than AFCI and the blends.
As Cailleteau et al. discovered in a study of two series of borosilicate glasses, the glass
compositions “with high dissolution rate and moderate degree of corrosion display porosity
closure” of the surface. Monte Carlo simulations for those same glasses suggested that the layer
undergoes shrinkage and densification [58]. The high initial dissolution rate is what could
contribute to the surface restructuring of SON68 (presumably a densification) making it a more
durable glass in the long run as a result of a barrier in the gel.
While Gin et al. mention that the altered layer on the glass surface is not a precipitate,
they discuss the role of the altered layer acting as a molecular sieve [59]. By convention, a
molecular sieve allows or inhibits the transport of species dependent on size with respect to the
porosity of the sieve. Gin et al. determined through time-of-flight secondary ion mass
spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS) that deuterium (0.27 nm in diameter) diffused easily through an altered
layer, while two dye molecules (1 nm in diameter) could only enter the first 250 nm of the altered
layer [59].
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In agreement with what others have seen as the altered layer [57], Clark et al. mention
that a protective “film” can also form “by diffusion processes or by precipitation from solution
[60].” Precipitation in the form of phyllosilicates on the surface of SON68 has been observed in
this study and recorded by others to be a consistent occurrence for SON68 [23] [25] [31] [34].
From the SEM images of CGS powders at 700 days and PCT monoliths at 205 days, it is clear
that the density of phyllosilicate formation decreases as the SON68 content decreases, unless the
glass has gone through Stage-III corrosion (e.g., in the case of CGS S_25 at 700 days).
It is important to comment on the morphology of phyllosilicates as sheets of
interconnected six member rings of SiO4-4 tetrahedra. The basic structural unit of Si2O5-2 comes as
a result of three out of the four oxygen from each tetrahedra being shared. For most
phyllosilicates, OH- hydroxyl ions are located at the center of six-member rings. Other cations,
typically Fe+2, Mg+2, and Al+3, can be bonded to the SiO4 sheets by sharing the hydroxyl ions in
octahedral coordination. The basic structural units and their stacking can be seen in Figure 6-5.
It is possible that the formation of a dense phyllosilicate creates a “chemically” protective
barrier. The phyllosilicate mineral “sieve” size may be too large to stop OH- (radius ~0.11 nm)
and H2O (radius ~0.138 nm), which is why the smectite group of phyllosilicates is an important
mineral to consider. But saturation of the smectite layer with OH- could bring the “surface layer”
into local equilibrium with the solution. Others have seen and characterized the smectite
phyllosilicate [30] [34] on glass surfaces, which are made up of tetrahedral-octahedral-tetrahedral
sheets with water molecules between the sheets that increase in volume as water is incorporated
into the structure [61].
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Figure 6-5. A representation of the basic structural units and stacking of a phyllosilicate
(smectite group) on an altered gel layer and bulk glass surface in solution. Only four layers are
shown, but the structural units repeat (Not to scale).

Smectite has the ability to absorb large amounts of water, creating a water tight barrier
[62]. With the incorporation of OH- and water into the octahedral and exchangeable cation layers,
it could be that the approach of water molecules and hydrolysis of the bulk glass beneath the
layer, is inhibited. This surface precipitate and altered glass layer beneath contribute to the
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durability of SON68 over AFCI, and predictably over the higher AFCI content blends with lower
phyllosilicate layer coverage.
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Chapter 7
Summary
The non-radioactive waste glasses, SON68 and AFCI, were synthesized from raw
chemical components. By combining these two end-point glasses in different ratios, three blends
were also prepared for testing, totaling five-glass compositions. Standard methods of testing glass
durability were used for three different experiments; a concentrated glass solution (CGS) test and
two product consistency (PCT) type tests. Each test involved all five-glass compositions. To date,
only one of these glass systems has transitioned into Stage-III corrosion.
The glass blend from the CGS experiments that transitioned, had 25% SON68 and 75%
AFCI (S_25). In agreement with others, a zeolitic phase is present and identified by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) and x-ray diffraction (XRD), on the surface of the glass. Along with
the formation of zeolites, solution data confirms the transition. A rapid increase in the
concentration of silicon, sodium, boron, lithium, and calcium is clear, while the concentration of
aluminum drops as it is incorporated into the secondary phase.
With only one system transitioning into Stage-III, it is difficult to draw definitive
conclusions on the composition effects of Stage-III corrosion transitions. However, the higher
aluminum content in the xs-Al blends, specifically from the CGS experiment solution analysis,
indicates the crucial role that even an excess of 2% aluminum can play in the glass corrosion
process. It is worth pointing out that the only glass from to transition, CGS S_25, has the highest
aluminum content out of all five-glasses.
From comparisons of the normalized loss plots, it is clear that aluminum in solution reduces the
hydrolysis of silicon, lowering the silicon concentration levels. The understanding is that the
aluminum creates an unstable environment where silicon may favor higher concentration levels in
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solution, but is inhibited by high aluminum in solution. With the ‘trigger’ promoting zeolite
precipitation, aluminum and silicon, along with other elements, are incorporated into the
precipitate. The decrease in aluminum concentration would allow an increase of silicon
concentration. An already deficient supply of silicon in solution prompts a rapid dissolution of the
glass silicate network, releasing too, all the other glass components, creating a Stage-III
transition.
From the standard PCT test method of reacting glass in water at 90°C, the dissolution of
SON68 occurs at much faster rates than AFCI and the glass blends. Concentration levels of
elements in solution for SON68 are consistently higher than the other four-glass compositions in
PCT2 data. However, from the strong base/weak acid plots for the CGS and both PCT
experiments, SON68, and high SON68 blend, S_75, are well within the durable regime, and not
predicted to experience a Stage-III transition.
There are two noticeable differences that could contribute to the long term durability of
SON68. The initial high dissolution rate results in a rapid surface restructuring that quickly
creates a denser altered barrier layer on the surface of the glass. The phyllosilicate (smectite)
precipitate adds to the barrier, by creating a local equilibrium zone that inhibits the approach of
OH- ions, and subsequent hydrolysis of the glass network
Consistent for both the xs-Al blends (PCT1-experiment) and the nominal glasses (PCT2experiment), the formation of a phyllosilicate layer is fully present and dense on the surface of the
more durable SON68 glass. The coverage of this mineral decreases with increasing AFCI content
in the blends, and is not present on pure AFCI monoliths.
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Compositions in weight and molar percent corrected with respect to the measured amount
of aluminum in the xs-Al blends

Exclusive to SON68

Exclusive to AFCI

231.7
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69.6
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128.4
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29.9
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9.389%
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0.398%
0.141%
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1.311%

0.241%
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0.009%
0.233%
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0.419%
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0.854%
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0.197%
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0.204%

0.279%
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0.009%
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mol%
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0.006%
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0.238%
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Appendix B

Composition in weight and molar percent for SON68, AFCI, and the nominal blends
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Appendix C
Differential Scanning Calorimetry plots for pure SON68 and AFCI glasses

SON-68

SON-68

AFCI

AFCI

